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Modeling Errors in a Biometric Re-Identification System
B. DeCann and A. Ross
We consider the problem of “re-identification” where a biometric system answers the question “Has this person been encountered before?” without actually
deducing the person’s identity. Such a system is vital in biometric surveillance applications and applicable to biometric de-duplication. In such a system, identifiers
are created dynamically as and when the system encounters an input probe. Consequently, multiple probes of the same identity may be mistakenly assigned different
identifiers, while probes from different identities may be mistakenly assigned the same identifier. In this work, we describe a re-identification system and develop
terminology as well as mathematical expressions for prediction of matching errors. Further, we demonstrate that the sequential order in which the probes are
encountered by the system has a great impact on its matching performance. Experimental analysis based on unimodal and multimodal face and fingerprint scores
confirms the validity of the designed error prediction model, as well as demonstrates that traditional metrics for biometric recognition fail to accurately characterize
the error dynamics of a re-identification system.

Introduction: In a classical biometric system [1], the input probe (query) biometric data is compared against the reference samples (templates) residing
in the reference database (gallery). Each sample in the reference database is assigned a label, which acts as an identifier (e.g., user-id, name, etc.) that
relates the reference sample to a specific individual and therefore, the comparison process enables the system to either determine the individual associated
with the input data (referred to as identification or 1:N matching) or verify whether the input biometric data corresponds to a specific person (referred
to as verification or 1:1 matching). Labels are assigned to a reference sample during an enrollment phase, when the biometric data of an individual is
acquired and stored in the reference database. The identifier may be further associated with additional biographic data (e.g., legal name, ID number) to
link the identifier to an identity.1 Thus, the identification and verification problems address the question: “Who is this person?” or “Is this person who
they claim to be?”, respectively.
In this work, we examine a variant of the classical biometric identification system, wherein probe data is input into the system from sensors at
multiple locations. The objective of the system is to deduce: “Has this person been encountered before?”. A biometric system performing such duties
is colloquially referred to in the literature as a biometric re-identification system [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. A re-identification system is similar to that of a
classical identification system in that it is possible that probe data may not match to any biometric reference samples stored in a database (i.e., openset identification). However, a re-identification system is distinct in that should the outcome from the matching algorithm be “no match”, the system
must store the probe information in order to match (or re-identify) future probe samples. The re-identification problem is therefore an application of
incremental on-line clustering, as each probe is a separate presentation to the system that requires an immediate matching decision (i.e., assessment and
assignment of the probe data to an existing or new cluster) [8, 9]. The re-identification problem is also similar to streaming clustering, as input data may
arrive from multiple sources (e.g., multiple sensors) and may not be fully retained (e.g., memory limitations from large volumes of image or video data)
[10].
Biometric re-identification systems are particularly advantageous in the context of a biometric surveillance system [11, 12, 13]. For example, in a
surveillance-based biometric system, the system encounters some number of individuals while it is online, from whom biometric data is extracted and
compared against a set of entities from the reference database. However, in this context, it is likely that a fraction of the individuals observed might not
have corresponding biometric data in the reference database. It is therefore important to (a) detect the presence of a previously unobserved individual and
(b) store the newly collected biometric data in the reference database, such that future matches can be made. The re-identification framework addresses
this issue directly by the adding newly observed biometric data into the reference database (in real-time) and thus enabling the potential for this data
to be used to complete the “re-identification” task. Further, since this dynamic expansion of the reference database does not require traditional (overt)
enrollment, the a re-identification system can operate covertly, a property that is highly desirable in surveillance applications.
In this work, we define a biometric re-identification system with the with the following properties:
• There is no explicit enrollment process.
• Input samples are added to the reference database only if they do not match with any of the existing samples in the reference database.
• Samples added to the reference database are assigned a random identifier (i.e., label), which can only be used as a link to “internal” records (as opposed

to a legal name or ID number).
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Fig. 1 Simple flow diagram of a re-identification system. Here, the input probe is compared against the reference database in order to determine if there is a match.
If a match exists (top), then the probe is labeled with the identifier of the matching reference. If a match does not exist (bottom), then a new identifier is created
(by the system). Face images are taken from the FRGC dataset [14].

Thus, given a probe sample, the system is strictly determining if a matching sample in the reference database exists. Consequently, without a priori
biographic information (via an enrollment process), the recognition problem addresses the following question: “Has this person been encountered
before?”. Since samples added to the reference database are assigned a random identifier, it is not possible to associate the identifier to a physical identity.
Note this formulation is distinct from the classical identification problem, since the identification problem assumes (a) samples in the reference database
are absolutely associated with a specific identifier (via enrollment), which may have ancillary biographic data and (b) the reference database is typically
static (i.e., it does not update following each probe observation). The re-identification problem is also distinct from the “Questionable Observer” problem
posed by Barr et al., as the matching outcome occurs during online operation rather than in a post-analysis [15]. Figure 1 illustrates the functionality of
a re-identification system, as we have described. Note that in our definition, since information that would link an identity to an identifier is not explicitly
presented to the system, a separate enrollment process is not necessary and that the matching outcome is only capable of reporting the (random) identifier.
In addition to surveillance systems, the matching and error properties of a biometric re-identification system can be expanded to the biometric deduplication problem as well. In the context of biometric de-duplication, which is distinct from data de-duplication,2 biometric de-duplication denotes
presenting the system with input biometric data from an individual and strictly determining if a match exists in the reference database (i.e., the person
has been encountered before). This process is analogous to the proposed re-identification framework (Figure 1), except that duplicate data (i.e., data that
would otherwise share the same identifier) may be flagged for further action.
Consider a biometric re-identification system that encounters NT probes, denoted as {p1 , p2 , . . . , pNT } in some (arbitrary) sequential order. In a
re-identification system, in order to determine if an individual has been encountered before, the system assesses if the kth probe (k = 1, 2, . . . , NT )
is similar to any of the preceding k − 1 probes. As with a traditional biometric system, the probability the system incurs a decision error is critical
to understanding the matching accuracy. In general, two types of errors are possible: (a) an encountered probe, pk is incorrectly matched with one of
the previously encountered probes, p1 , p2 , . . . , pk−1 and (b) an encountered probe is incorrectly not matched with any of the previously encountered
probes, p1 , p2 , . . . , pk−1 . Traditionally, the respective probability of these errors is estimated through performance metrics such as FMR (False Match
Rate), FNMR (False Non-match Rate), FPIR (False Positive Identification Rate), FNIR (False Negative Identification Rate), ROC (Receiver Operating
Characteristic), and CMC (Cumulative Match Characteristic), each of which has been well studied in the literature [16, 17, 18]. However, these measures
do not completely describe the error dynamics of an re-identification system for one specific reason: In a traditional biometric system, the occurrence
of an error is a static event that cannot impact future matches. In contrast, in a biometric re-identification system, the reference database is dynamically
evolving, as new identifiers are created (following “non-match” matching outcomes) or existing identifiers are updated (following “match” matching
outcomes). As a consequence, the sequential order in which probes p1 , p2 , . . . , pk−1 are observed and entered into the reference database can affect
the probability that the kth probe is incorrectly matched (or not matched). This property is often missed within the re-identification literature, wherein
experiments are often performed on a fixed database [3, 4, 5, 6] and performance is often cited using ROC [4] and CMC [5, 6] curves. However, in
reality, when an individual enters a scene, an identifier denoting the individual of interest may not exist in the system, and the system must be able to
recognize this and subsequently create an identifier. This can lead to two error scenarios. In the first scenario, probes pertaining to the same individual
may be erroneously assigned different identifiers. In the second scenario, probes pertaining to different individuals may be assigned the same identifier. If
we define P to be the set of all possible permutations {p1 , p2 , . . . pNT } of probe orders that can be observed by the system, then two such permutations
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Fig. 2 Example demonstrating the effect of order of probe encounter in a re-identification framework. Here, depending on the order in which probes are observed,
either one or two identifiers are created.

Π ∈ P and Θ ∈ P , can result in different error probabilities. In Figure 2, an example is provided demonstrating how two different probe orders affect the

manner in which identifiers are created and assigned.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1 Formally introduce the framework and pertinent definitions of an biometric re-identification system (Section: Formal Definitions).
2 Explicitly define decision errors in a biometric re-identification system and demonstrate how these errors are different from those encountered in a
traditional biometric system (Section: Error Analysis).
3 Develop mathematical expressions to model errors in an re-identification system (Section: Error Modeling).
4 Demonstrate that the sequential order in which probes are observed can have a significant impact on the probability of decision error (Section: Probing
for Worst-Case Error).
5 Validation of the error model and effect of sequential probe order through a single experiment conducted on two different sets of match scores
pertaining to the face and fingerprint modalities (Section: Experimental Protocol).
A Biometric Re-Identification System:

Formal Definitions
A re-identification system consists of exactly the same architecture as a traditional biometric system. This includes components such as a matching
algorithm, decision threshold and a database of reference samples.

Def 1. Matching Algorithm: Given two probes pA and pB , the matching algorithm computes the match score, S(A, B), between them. S(A, B) is
assumed to be a similarity score normalized in [0, 1]. The higher the score, the higher the likelihood the pair of biometric samples originate from the
same person.
Def 2. Decision Threshold: A pair of probes, pA and pB , are said to match if the match score S(A, B) returned by the matching algorithm is above a
numerical threshold γ ; else, it is a non-match.
Def 3. Reference Database: Reference database G , represents a local database where the encountered probes are stored. Initially, the database is a null
set.
3
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Algorithm 1: Biometric Re-Identification
Input: Biometric probes p1 , p2 , . . . , pNT
Output: Reference database G comprised of NT probes with
assigned identifiers
I = {I1 , I2 , . . . , INT }.
Define: S(pk , pj ) as similarity score between pk and pj .
Initialize:
I1 = 1 \\ assign p1 identifier “1”.
Reference database G = {(p1 , I1 )} \\ the first probe is
placed in the reference database.
I2 = I3 = INT = −1 \\ probes p2 , . . . , pNT are yet to be observed.
//Begin algorithm
for k = 2 to NT do \\ iterate through the rest of the probes.
for j = 1 to k − 1 do
\\ compare pk with the previous set
of encountered probes
R(j) = S(pk , pj )
\\ compute similarity between pk and pj .
if maxj {R(j)}k−1
j=1 ≥ γ then
Ik = Im where m = arg maxj {R(j)}k−1
j=1
\\ there is a match with the mth reference.
else
Ik = max(I) + 1
\\ if there is not a match, assign pk an
identifier one number higher than the maximum
value in I.
G = G ∪ {(pk , Ik )}
\\ add the new probe, along with its identifier
to the reference database.
//End algorithm
Return G

Both a traditional biometric system and a re-identification system utilize an identifier as a label to link biometric data. Often, the identifier is a random
number or character string. The fundamental difference between an identifier in a re-identification system and a traditional biometric system is that in
a re-identification system, the identifier is strictly associated with the biometric data. There is no biographic data associated (via a standard enrollment)
that could be used to link the biographic and biometric data.

Def 4. Identifier: A number or character string that is assigned to data in the reference database. In this work, we assume identifiers are defined in the
integer interval [1, NT ] and the list of identifiers are stored in set I . A matched probe receives the identifier corresponding to the matching entity in the
reference database. Non-matched probes receive a new identifier which is 1 more than the maximum value in I .

In our formulation, it is assumed that the matching algorithm generates similarity scores and that the reference database G is initialized to the null set.
During online operation, a biometric system will observe a set of probes in a particular order. Each time a probe is observed it is defined as an encounter.

Def 5. Encounter: The instance when the re-identification system observes a probe. Denoted by ek for k = 1, 2, . . . , NT probes observed.

When reference database, G , is empty, the very first probe p1 , associated with encounter e1 is automatically added to the reference database and
assigned identifier I1 . For all remaining encounters, probe pk is matched against the contents of the reference database. A dynamic match with previously
encountered probe pi occurs if S(pk , pi ) ≥ S(pk , pj ) and S(pk , pi ) ≥ γ , ∀i 6= j, i, j = 1, 2, . . . k − 1. Following the match, pk is enrolled into the
reference database with matching identifier Ii . Here, Ii is used to indicate the identifier of probe pi . If a match does not exist, a dynamic non-match
occurs and a new identifier is created and added to the reference database. The algorithm describing this procedure is indicated in Alg. 1.
Note that Alg. 1 represents one operational approach towards implementing a re-identification system. Other approaches may be adopted in the
creation of identifiers and matching of probes to samples within the reference database. As with any biometric system, the method used by the matching
algorithm to select the best matching reference entity is a controllable parameter which can affect the performance of the system.
4
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Extension to Multiple Biometrics
Section: Formal Definitions outlined the framework of a single modality re-identification system. Next, that foundation is expanded upon to include
multiple biometric modalities working collectively to produce a single match outcome. The motivation behind this is that a multi-biometric system is
less likely to generate a decision error as the number of biometric cues pertaining to an individual increases. This effect has been extensively observed in
the literature [19, 20, 21].
Consider a biometric system with r modalities, wherein upon each encounter, r probes pertaining to r different modalities are observed. Thus,
a random permutation of NT probes follows {P1 , P2 , . . . , PNT }, where Pk is a vector with elements pk,1 , pk,2 , . . . , pk,r

T

and pk,i is the ith

modality of the kth probe. Now, the matching algorithm is presented with a set of probes at each encounter and the decision is based on the fusion of
information pertaining to the r modalities.

Def 6. Fusion Operation - Given probe vector Pk , fusion operation F (:) fuses the information related to pk,1 , pk,2 , . . . pk,r , resulting in the generation
of a single similarity score when compared against a reference vector.

The fusion operation can occur at the feature level, score level, or decision level. In feature level fusion, feature vectors of probes belonging to different
modalities are combined according to F (:). The end result is a single probe feature vector for which the matching algorithm can compute a match score.
In score level fusion, a matching algorithm is invoked for each of the r modalities. The fusion operation F (:) converts the set of r scores into a single
score, which is then compared against a decision threshold γ . In decision level fusion, the matching algorithm is called to report a matching identity for
each of r modalities. Fusion operation F (:) uses this information to determine the single best matching identity. In this work, F (:) is defined to be the
SUM rule for score level fusion. The SUM rule states that for r modalities, the final match score is the sum of r match scores returned by the matching
algorithm. This is defined in Equation (1).

F (PA , PB ) =

r
X

S(pA,i , pB,i )

(1)

i=1

Error Analysis
A re-identification system incurs matching errors akin to traditional biometric systems. Typically, the matching performance of a traditional biometric
system is evaluated through measures such as FMR, FNMR, FPIR, FNIR, ROC curves, CMC curves, d-prime statistic, etc. Classical CMC analysis, for
example, illustrates the (closed-set) probability that when presented a probe (with a corresponding entity in the reference database) the matching algorithm
will return the correct match (or unique identifier) within m ranks (e.g., estimations from the matcher). However, CMC analysis typically assumes that
the same individual will always share a common identifier. In the re-identification framework, this condition is not assured. Here, depending on when
probes for an individual were observed, the respective identifier may or may not have been encountered previously and subsequently, may not exist in
the reference database. Further, once the individual has been observed, multiple identifiers may have been created as a result of error induced by the
matching algorithm. As a result, decision errors and the order probes are encountered can alter the (a) composition, and (b) number of identifiers within
the reference database. Decision errors can be classified into one of two distinct types. Let N denote the number of individuals encountered and M
denote the number of identifiers. The first type of error occurs when probe pk incorrectly matches to an identifier Im , n = 1, 2, . . . , M . This is defined
as a false dynamic match (FDM). As a consequence, the identifier Im is then associated with two or more (of N ) individuals. The second type of error
occurs when probe pk , which in fact represents a previously encountered individual, is not matched with any identifier in I . This error is defined as a
false dynamic non-match (FDNM). Note by definition, an individual must be observed at least twice for a false dynamic non-match to occur. On the
other hand, a false dynamic match can occur from the second encounter onward. Further, a false dynamic match does not occur when a probe correctly
matches to an identifier that denotes the encountered individual in addition to other individuals.
The consequences of these errors can impact system performance in different ways. For example, a large incidence of false dynamic matches can
potentially bias the matcher to repeatedly match multiple probes to the same identifier in I . The extreme representation of this error occurs at a decision
threshold of 0, where all probe encounters are deemed to have a “match” in the reference database. Refer to Figure 3 for a visual representation of this
error.
The result of a false dynamic non-match is different from that of a false dynamic match. Instead of multiple individuals being represented by a single
identifier, here a single individual is denoted by several identifiers. Identifiers that are generated as a result of a false dynamic non-match will typically
be associated with a small number of reference entities, as such entities exhibit low similarity scores with respect to the reference database and range of
5
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Fig. 3 Flowchart of a false dynamic match. Here, probes belonging to multiple individuals are incorrectly matched, resulting in these individuals being represented
by the same identifier.

candidate probes. The extreme case of this error occurs at a decision threshold of 1.0, where the decision outcome is a “non-match,”. Figure 4 presents a
simple flowchart illustrating false dynamic non-matches.

Fig. 4 Flowchart of a false dynamic non-match. Here, probes belonging to the same individual are incorrectly not matched, resulting in that individual being
represented by multiple identifiers.

Error Modeling
Although the performance of a re-identification system is dependent on the order in which probe elements are observed, prediction of expected error
rates can still be accomplished. Suppose we have a set of NT probes pertaining to several different identities and each identity has multiple probes.
Assuming that the probability of encountering any one of NT probes is uniform, an analytical approach using combinatorics can be used for error
prediction. In this approach, our aim is to identify the “events” that contribute to the occurrence of a false dynamic match or false dynamic non-match
and describe them using probabilistic expressions. Note, our model for error prediction presumes the matching algorithm assesses a match based on
whether the maximum match score generated is greater than γ . In addition, the model assumes generated match scores can be designated as being
either genuine or impostor. Meaning, a genuine match score represents the similarity between two biometric samples from the same individual, while an
impostor match score represents the similarity between two biometric samples of two different individuals.
False Dynamic Match
By definition, a false dynamic match occurs when a probe is incorrectly matched to an identifier whose associated reference samples did not originate
from the same individual associated with the probe. This occurs if one of the following events occur.
Event A: When probe pk (observed during encounter ej , j = 1, 2, . . . , NT )) is matched against G , there are no genuine scores generated and at least one
impostor score is greater than γ .
Event B: When probe pk (observed during encounter ej ) is matched against G , both genuine and impostor scores are generated, and there is at least one
impostor score that (a) exceeds γ and (b) is greater than all the genuine scores.
Mathematically, the union of Events A and B therefore denote the probability of observing a False Dynamic Match. This is expressed in Equation (2).
Visual examples of Events A and B are also illustrated in Figure 5.

P (F DM |pk , ej ) = P (A ∪ B|pk , ej )

(2)

Individually, the probabilities of Events A and B can be elicited through combinatorics. In this case, we are objectively determining the probability
that a specific probe pk , observed at encounter ej , has been preceded by some combination of j − 1 probes from a set of NT possible probes, which
γ
result in event A or B. In the context of Event A, denote NG as the total number of probes belonging to the same individual and NG
as the subset of
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Fig. 5 Visual example of Events A and B, where the occurrence of either event results in a false dynamic match. Note that these events denote the generation of
impostor scores exceeding γ and in the case of Event B, exceeding the maximum generated genuine scores. Face images are taken from the FRGC dataset [14].

those probes which, when matched against one another result in a genuine score exceeding γ . Therefore, NT − NG denotes the number of impostor
probes. For event A to occur, none of the j − 1 probes in the reference database should have originated from the same individual as that of pk . The


−NG
number of combinations (in this case, hypothetical reference databases) that satisfies this is denoted by N0G NTj−1
. This number is divided by the

NT
total number of all possible combinations of j − 1 probes, denoted by j−1 , yielding the probability that the individual observed at encounter j has not
been observed (and consequently, no genuine scores would be generated). For an error to then occur, it is necessary for a generated match score (of type
impostor) to exceed γ . Define NIγ as the number of impostor probes, that when matched against pk , generate a match score exceeding γ . The number of
P N γ  NT −N γ 
I
I
combinations (i.e., hypothetical reference databases) that satisfy this is denoted by
for z = 1, 2, . . . , NIγ . The summation is necessary
z
k−z−1
since it may be the case that multiple impostor probes which could result in a match with pk could have been observed in the previous j − 1 encounters.

NT
Again, division by j−1
yields the probability a reference database satisfying this condition occurs. Multiplication of these two probabilities yields the
probability of event A, for a specific probe p, observed at the j th encounter. This probability is expressed in Equation (3).
N

P (A|pk , ej ) =

γ

γ

I 
X

NI
z

z=1



γ

NT −NI
j−z−1

NT
j−1


·

NG
0



NT −NG
k−1

NT
j−1


(3)

Deriving Event B is slightly more complicated, as in this case, the objective is to identify a combination of j − 1 probes wherein at least one impostor
score is generated and whose value exceeds γ and any genuine scores that are also generated. Here, denote NIγG as the number of impostor scores above
both γ and the maximum genuine score. In addition, define C as a set of genuine probes (with 1 to NG elements), representing the genuine probes which
could have been observed in the previous j − 1 encounters. For example, suppose there are two probes, pα and pβ that belong to the same individual
as an observed probe, pk (i.e., NG = 2). For a genuine score to be generated at the j th encounter, either (a) pα was previously observed, (b) pβ was
previously observed, or (c) pα and pβ were previously observed. Therefore, C is defined as {pα },{pβ },{pα , pβ }. Finally, define C` as the number of
elements in a particular realization of C (C` = 1, 1, 2) in the aforementioned example. The number of combinations (databases) satisfying the presence
P N γG  NT −N γG 
I
I
of an impostor score exceeding γ and the maximum genuine score is given by
for z = 1, 2, . . . , NIγ . This term is multiplied by
z
j−z−1

P NT −NG 
NT
, the number of combinations enabling C` genuine scores to be generated, for all possible realizations of C . Again, division by j−1
k−C −1
`

converts the number of combinations for each term into probabilities and multiplication of the two terms denotes the probability of event B. This is
expressed in Equation (4).
N

P (B|pk , ej ) =

γG

I
XX

γG

NI
z

∀C z=1



γG

NT −NI
j−z−1

NT
j−1


·

NT −NG
j−C` −1

NT
j−1


(4)

False Dynamic Non-Match
Conversely, a false dynamic non-match occurs when an observed probe, denoting an individual which was previously encountered, does not match to
any entity in the reference database. This can be described by the simultaneous occurrence of the following events.
Event C: When pk (observed during encounter ej ) is matched against G , all genuine scores generated are below γ .
Event D: When pk (observed during encounter ej ) is matched against G , all impostor scores generated are below γ .
Thus, the probability of observing a false dynamic non-match for probe pk at ej is dependent on the intersection of Events C and D, and is given by
Equation (5). A visual example of these events is also described in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6 Visual example of Events C and D, which, when occurring simultaneously, results in a false dynamic non-match. Note that Event C denotes the instance
when all genuine scores are less than γ and Event D denotes the instance when all impostor scores are less than γ. Face images are taken from the FRGC dataset
[14].

P (F DN M |pk , ej ) = P (C ∩ D|, pk , ej )

(5)

Event C represents the first condition for a false dynamic non-match by choosing a reference database whose entries do not produce a genuine match
γ
score greater than γ . To describe this, first denote NG
as the number of genuine probes, which when matched with pk , result in a match score exceeding
γ
γ
NG  NT −NG 
γ
G
γ . Let NG retain its previous definition. Should NG be nonzero, the term NG −N
denotes the number of reference databases that
z
j−z−1
0

γ
NT
would result in the generation of z genuine scores below γ and 0 genuine scores exceeding γ , for z = 1, 2, . . . , NG − NG
. Division by j−1
converts

this number into a probability for Event C, and is given by Equation (6).
γ

NG −NG

P (C|pk , ej ) =

X

γ

NG −NG
z

z=1



γ

NG  NT −NG 
j−z−1
0

NT
j−1

(6)

Event D satisfies the second condition of a false dynamic non-match, wherein the probe does not match to a reference entity originating from a
different individual (i.e., a false dynamic match did not occur). Recall NIγ is defined as the total number of probes which, when matched against pk ,
result in a genuine score exceeding γ . For Event D to occur, a combination of probes that generate impostor scores with values less than γ must have been
previously observed. That is, the reference database contains none of the NIγ probes which could result in a match. Mathematically, this combination is
γ
γ
−NI 
expressed as N0I NTk−1
and the corresponding probability is given in Equation (7).
γ

NI
0

P (D|pk , ej ) =



γ

NT −NI
j−1

NT
j−1


(7)

As is, Equations (2) and (5) define the probability that a matching error occurs when probe pk , is observed during encounter ej . Computing the mean
probability across all probes yields the general probability of error at ej . Further, summation of this probability yields an estimation of observed errors
for NT encounters. Appropriate scaling establishes an expected value for each of the two rates of error, resulting in:

E(F DM R) =

100 X X
P (F DM |pk , ej )
NT e p

(8)

100 X X
P (F DN M |pk , ej )
NT e p

(9)

j

E(F DN M R) =

j

k

k

A summary of the parameters used in Equations (2)-(9) and their interpretation is provided in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameters for FDMR and FDNMR estimation.
Parameter
NG
NIγ
NIγG
γ
NG
C

C`
NT

Interpretation
Number of genuine scores per individual
Number of impostor scores exceeding γ
Number of impostor scores exceeding
both γ and the maximum genuine score
Number of genuine scores exceeding γ
Set of hypothetical genuine scores that
may exist in the reference database
Number of elements in C
Number of samples to observe
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Fig. 7 Permutations IS and IP. In general, a lower ratio of genuine to imposter comparisons, increases the probability of decision error. Note that as the number
of encounters increases, the ratio of genuine to impostor comparisons made for permutation IS declines steadily. Conversely, for permutation IP, the ratio is
relatively stable (i.e., similar in value).

Probing for Worst-Case Error
Although the previous section states that it is possible to estimate the false dynamic match rate and false dynamic match rate, it is possible that
certain permutations of P (probe orders) could result in widely different error rates than what might be expected. Thus, it is necessary to identify
such permutations in P that contribute to exceptionally poor performance. Identification of these permutations can yield an approximation of a “worstcase” estimation of FDMR and FDNMR, which could serve as a secondary measure for understanding the performance of a re-identification system. A
simple metric for measuring how prone a given permutation is to error is to observe the ratio of genuine to impostor reference entities for each encounter.
Intuitively, an encounter that results in fewer generated genuine scores and increased generated genuine scores may correspond to an increased probability
of decision error. Therefore, if probes p1 , p2 , . . . , pNT are ordered such that the observed error (Equations (8)-(9)) is abnormally high, this may be the
result of encounters consistently occurring with a low genuine to impostor score ratio. To demonstrate this effect, we define two hypothetical permutations
of observing probes that result in distinctly different ratios of genuine to impostor match scores generated. First, we define permutation increment subjects
(IS), which orders N individuals with T probes successively (Equation (10)). The motivation behind “increment subjects” is as each individual is, their
respective biometric samples must be compared against an increasing number of impostor entities. Note in Equation (10), the subscripts n and t pertain
to the nth and tth individual and biometric, respectively.

IS =

{pn1 t1 , pn1 t2 , . . . , pn1 tT ,
pn2 t1 , pn2 t2 , . . . , pn2 tT ,
. . . , pnN tT −1 , pnN tT },

IS ∈ P

(10)

By contrast, we define permutation increment probes (IP), which arranges probes such that probes corresponding to an individual occur after every
N th encounter, i.e., the first set of N probes correspond to the first sample of N individuals, the second set of N probes correspond to the second sample

of N individuals, and so on. This is summarized in Equation (11). Here, the ratio of genuine to impostor reference entities is approximately the same
value for every encounter, and each of N individuals is observed in the minimal number of encounters.

IP =

{pn1 t1 , pn2 t1 , . . . , pnN t1 ,
pn1 t2 , pn2 t2 , . . . , pnN tT },

IP ∈ P

(11)

These permutations are expressed visually in Figure 7, where N = 75 and T = 5. Note that for any combination of N and T , the genuine to impostor
ratio for “increment subjects” rapidly declines to values similar to, or less than “increment probes”.
In addition to establishing a permutation which is favorable to observing an error, the probability of error is also impacted by the between-class
variance (similarity of impostor entities) and within-class variance (similarity of genuine entities) of existing identity profiles. Identity profiles with
above average between- and within-class variance are increasingly likely to result in an error. By specifically ordering probes of a test set according
to the between- and within-class variance of each individual, permutation IS can be further enhanced to act as an example of “worst-case” error. Here,
ordering is subject to a categorical label that is applied to each individual, based on the framework by Doddington et. al., referred to as Doddington’s
Zoo [22].
9
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DET Curves for Face, Fingerprint, and Fused Scores
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Fig. 8. DET curves for face; fingerprint (R1); and fused face and fingerprint (R1 and L1).

Doddington et. al. devised a scheme for classifying users of a biometric system according to their contributions to the FMR (false match rate) and
FNMR (false non-match rate). Their classification scheme presents four separate classes: Sheep, Goats, Lambs and Wolves. Sheep are defined as ordinary
users, who do not significantly contribute to adverse system performance. Goats are users who are difficult to recognize, thus contributing to the FNMR.
Such users will typically have lower genuine similarity scores. By contrast, Lambs are users who are easily imitated by others. These users will commonly
exhibit above average impostor similarity scores. Finally, wolves are users who are knowingly capable of imitating others and act similar to Lambs. For
this work the contribution of wolves is ignored, as we assume individuals are willfully not attempting to spoof the system. In this case, a sequence of
probe encounters that may result in increased decision error would follow: Lambs, Sheep and Goats. The reasoning for this is fairly straightforward.
Since goats are difficult to recognize, they are placed last, when the conditions for error are more favorable. Lambs are placed first, as they are most
likely to falsely match with a goat (or even a sheep) in a future encounter.
User categorization is based on the definitions supplied by Ross et. al. [23]. An individual is labeled as a goat if the mean genuine score generated
from each of their biometric samples is below the 30th percentile. Lambs are identified as users who have mean-maximum impostor scores above the
90th percentile. The mean-maximum operation is defined as the average maximum impostor generated from a set of biometric samples from the same

individual. When this information is used to generate a sequential order of encounter, the subset of identities that are observed first are Lambs. Within
this subset, the ordering is based on the mean-maximum impostor score generated for each identity (from highest to lowest). The next subset of identities
are those identities classified as lambs. These users are also sorted based on their mean-maximum impostor score. Finally, the identities classified as
goats are observed, again based on mean-maximum impostor score.
Experimental Results:

Datasets
Experiments were conducted using similarity scores generated from two distinct biometric datasets. The first dataset is the WVU Face dataset [24],
which contains 5 frontal face images for each of 240 unique individuals. The second dataset is the WVU Fingerprint dataset [24], which consists of 5
fingerprint images for each of 240 individuals. Fingerprints captured include the right index (R1), right middle (R2), left index (L1), and left middle
(L2) fingers. In the interest of being concise, we restrict analysis to R1 scores. Match scores for face and fingerprint were obtained from the commercial
software VeriFace and VeriFinger, respectively. The face and fingerprint datasets were used to create multimodal sets of scores as well, comprising a set
of fused face and fingerprint (R1) scores. Fusion of scores was performed using the SUM rule, given by Equation (1). Scores corresponding to individual
modalities were normalized between [0,1] using min-max normalization [25].
In total, 2,400 genuine and 717,000 impostor scores are generated from each test set for each modality. The aforementioned datasets were chosen as
they represent commonly used biometric modalities where previous studies have demonstrated acceptable results. DET Curves for the WVU Face and
WVU Fingerprint datasets are provided in Figure 8 along with fused face and fingerprint (R1) scores. The intent of Figure 8 is to provide a reference to
the separability of the match scores, rather than precise performance numbers.
Experimental Protocol
Here, we present an experiment to highlight (a) the impact of probe order on re-identification system; (b) the ability of the error model presented in
Section: Error Modeling to estimate error in a re-identification system (i.e., FDMR and FDNMR); and (c) the inability of traditional error metrics (e.g.,
FMR, FNMR, FPIR, FNIR) to appropriately measure error in a re-identification system. To accomplish these goals, an analysis is performed comparing
the average observed FDMR and FDNMR to the expected FDMR and FDNMR (Equations (8) and (9)). These rates are also compared against the
10
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Fig. 9 Potential sequences in which probes are observed for permutations “Random Draw”, “Increment Subjects” (IS), and “Increment Probes” (IP), where
N = 4 and T = 2. For each permutation, the first subscript denotes the identifier and the second subscript denotes the biometric sample number. Note the first
subscript does not necessarily follow 1, 2, . . . , N , but rather any combination of 1, 2, . . . , N (e.g., 2, 1, 3, 4, or 3, 2, 4, 1).

traditional error measures of the verification (FMR and FNMR) and identification (FPIR and FNIR) recognition tasks. Note, the traditional analysis is
included as a means to assess their ability to describe the error dynamics of re-identification.
To distinguish between the observed and expected error rates, the match score data is divided into two random partitions of 120 individuals. These
partitions are denoted by “testing” and “training”, respectively. To reduce the effect of selection bias, 100 partition pairs are sampled and the results from
each pair are averaged together. Each “testing” and “training” partition is mutually exclusive. That is, individuals in a particular “testing” partition do
not appear in the corresponding “training” partition.
Observed values of FDMR and FDNMR are computed by implementing Alg. 1, while setting γ between (0, 1) in increments of 0.001. By labeling
an a priori identifier for each identity in the “testing” partition to denote ground truth, the average observed FDNMR and FDNMR is obtained by
noting the percentage of encounters where a decision error (Section: Error Analysis) occurred. To demonstrate the impact of probe order, observed
error rates are computed for three distinct ordering schemes. The first scheme is defined as random draw. In “random draw”, probes are sampled at
random without replacement. The second and third schemes are “increment subjects” and “increment probes”, as defined in Equations (10) and (11),
respectively. Visual examples of these probe orders are provided in Figure 9. For each sampled “testing” partition, the observed FDMR and FDNMR
is computed and averaged for P = 10, 000 instances of “random draw”, “increment subjects”, and “increment probe”. Additionally, a single instance
of “increment subjects” is structured with specific ordering according to Doddington’s Zoo assignment (as defined in Section: Probing for Worst-Case
Error) is included (denoted as Increment Subject + Zoo), which is hypothesized to be an estimate of “worst-case” error. This process for generating the
observed false dynamic match rate and observed false dynamic non-match rate is summarized under the label Sub-Experiment A.

Sub-Experiment A: Obtaining Observed FDMR and FDNMR
Step 1: Sample NT probes.
Step 2: Set γ (Between (0,1)) for normalized similarity scores.
Step 3: Implement Alg. 1. Maintain a record, ErrF DM and
ErrF DN M , the number of false dynamic matches and
false dynamic non-matches incurred for a specified γ.
Step 4: Repeat steps 1-3 P times.
Step 5: Division of EF DM and EF DN M by P yields
the observed FDMR and FDNMR for a specified γ.

Predicted (expected) rates of FDMR and FDNMR are obtained by implementing Equations (2) and (5) on the “training” partition. This is accomplished
by selecting a value for γ ∈ (0, 1) and obtaining values for NG (number of generated genuine scores per individual), NIγ (number of impostor scores
γ
greater than γ ), NIγG (number of impostor scores above both the maximum genuine score and γ ), NG
(number of genuine scores greater than γ ), C

(set of hypothetical genuine scores that may exist in the reference database), C` (number of elements in C ), and NT (total number of biometric samples
from all individuals) for each sample in the “training” partition. This enables the implementation of Equations (2)-(7). This process for generating the
predicted false dynamic match rate and false dynamic non-match rate is also provided under the label Sub-Experiment B.

Sub-Experiment B: Obtaining Predicted FDMR and FDNMR
Step 1: Compute match scores for N individuals, denoting a total of
NT samples and NG samples per individual (NT = NG · N ).
Step 2: Set γ (Between [0,1]) for normalized similarity scores.
γ
Step 3: Obtain NIγ , NIγG , NG
, C, and C`
Step 4: Using the match score data, apply Equations (2)-(7)
to obtain the predicted FDMR and FDNMR for a specified γ.
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Fig. 10 Bar graphs of observed FDMR, predicted FDMR, FMR and FPIR for face scores at selected values of γ. Note (a) the observed FDMR is different for
each probe order (Random Draw, Increment Probe, Increment Subject); (b) the predicted FDMR is very close to the observed value; and (c) FMR and FPIR are
not accurate models of re-identification error. To observe the differences in error rates between the proposed model and the traditional metrics for the full range
of thresholds see Figure A.17 and Figure B.18 in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, respectively.
FDMR:Fingerprint (R1) Scores
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Fig. 11 Bar graphs of observed FDMR, predicted FDMR, FMR and FPIR for fingerprint (R1) scores at selected values of γ. Note (a) the observed FDMR is
different for each probe order (Random Draw, Increment Probe, Increment Subject); (b) the predicted FDMR is very close to the observed value; and (c) FMR
and FPIR are not accurate models of re-identification error.

To provide a contrast against the observed and predicted rates of FDMR and FDNMR, a traditional analysis comprised of standard verification (FMR
and FNMR) and identification (FPIR, FNIR) is also conducted from the “training” partition. Values for the FMR and FNMR are obtained according to
the definitions supplied by Jain et.al. [26]. Values for the FPIR and FNIR are obtained according to the definitions supplied by NIST in the MBE [27]
and IREX [28] performance evaluations.
Results of this experiment are presented in Figures 10-15 in the form of a bargraph. Each bargraph highlights values of average observed FDMR and
FDNMR, expected FDMR and FDNMR, and the traditional analysis comprising FMR, FNMR, average FPIR, and average FNIR for four specific values
of γ . The selected values for γ denote the approximate values for which FNMR = 0.001, FMR = 0.001, the Equal Error Rate (EER), and what we define
as the dynamic Equal Error Rate (dEER), the threshold where FDMR is equal to FDNMR.
Supplemental experimentation demonstrating (a) observed FDMR and FDNMR for the full range of γ , (b) the variance in observed error rates within
each type of probe order, and (c) further evaluation of the prediction model can be found in Appendix 1 and 2.

Discussion and Future Work
Based on the experimental results, it is immediately apparent that the general shape of the curves in Figures 10-15 is similar to performance curves
for traditional biometric recognition. That is, there exists a trade-off between false dynamic match rate and false dynamic non-match rate as the decision
threshold is varied. However, such similarities are strictly visual. With regard to comparing FDMR and FDNMR to the error measures from traditional
biometric verification (FMR and FNMR), and identification (FPIR and FNIR), Figures 10-15 show that classical metrics poorly describe the errors of an
re-identification system. In general, FMR and FNMR are not appropriate measures as they denote the general probability a single impostor and genuine
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FDMR:Fused Face + Fingerprint (R1) Scores
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Fig. 12 Bar graphs of observed FDMR, predicted FDMR, FMR and FPIR for fused face and fingerprint (R1) scores at selected values of γ. Note (a) the observed
FDMR is different for each probe order (Random Draw, Increment Probe, Increment Subject); (b) the predicted FDMR is very close to the observed value; and
(c) FMR and FPIR are not accurate models of re-identification error.
FDNMR:Face
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Fig. 13 Bar graphs of observed FDNMR, predicted FDNMR, FNMR and FNIR for face scores at selected values of γ. Note (a) the predicted FDNMR is very close
to the observed value; and (b) FNMR and FNIR are not accurate models of re-identification error. To observe the differences in error rates between the proposed
model and the traditional metrics for the full range of thresholds see Figure A.17 and Figure B.18 in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2, respectively.

score are incorrectly classified, respectively. Here, most matching outcomes are based on the comparison of multiple match scores. Regarding the false
positive identification, one of the reasons the FPIR does not accurately describe the FDMR is that the FPIR only considers instances where the probe
does not have a corresponding match in the reference database, while the FDMR is valid both when a genuine match in the reference database is and
is not present. Similarly, for the false negative identification, while both the FNIR and FDNMR require a genuine match in the reference database to
be present, the FDNMR also requires all generated genuine and impostor scores to be less than γ , a condition not necessary to procure a “non-match”
identification error. In addition, the FPIR and FNIR assume (regardless of the number of references) that the reference elements are “correctly” labeled,
a condition that cannot be presumed in an anonymous identification system. For these reasons, metrics such as FMR, FNMR, FPIR, and FNIR cannot be
used to describe re-identification performance.
Although traditional metrics failed to describe re-identification performance, the proposed prediction performance model (Section: Error Analysis)
proved to be very good, as illustrated in Figures 10-15. In general, the model successfully predicted FDMR for the probe order random draw, and FDNMR
for each type of probe order. The model was less adept at predicting FDMR for the probe orders “increment probe” (overestimate) and “increment subject”
(underestimate), but was generally within 5% of the observed FDMR and substantially better than traditional metrics. Excluding the effects of uncertainty
in the database [29], these results suggest that the prediction model is able to reasonably approximate error rates. To appropriately estimate the expected
FDMR and FDNMR for operational data, as with classical verification or identification, a training set of reasonable size is necessary [30].
Regarding the effect of probe order on observed error, Figures 10-12 demonstrate that the probability of observing a false dynamic match can be
significantly impacted by the sequential order in which probes are encountered. This is evidenced from the different values of FDMR for the probe
orders: “random draw”, “increment probe”, and “increment subject”. In Figures 10-12, these observations are the most evident when γ is set to the
equal error rate (FMR = FNMR) and dynamic equal error rate (FDMR = FDNMR). As predicted in Section: Probing for Worst-Case Error, the order
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Fig. 14 Bar graphs of observed FDNMR, predicted FDNMR, FNMR and FNIR for fingerprint (R1) scores at selected values of γ. Note (a) the predicted FDNMR
is very close to the observed value; and (b) FNMR and FNIR are not accurate models of re-identification error.
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Fig. 15 Bar graphs of observed FDNMR, predicted FDNMR, FNMR and FNIR for fused face and fingerprint (R1) scores at selected values of γ. Note (a) the
predicted FDNMR is very close to the observed value; and (b) FNMR and FNIR are not accurate models of re-identification error.

“increment subject” yielded larger error rates than both “random draw” and “increment probe”. Further, by explicitly structuring “increment subject”
such that the individuals that would be classified as “lambs” (via the Doddington’s Zoo classification scheme) are observed first, the observed FDMR
can be significantly increased. This demonstrates how the intra- and inter-class variation between individuals contribute to error rates that vary as a result
of probe order. Additionally, establishing probe orders this way may demonstrate a possible “worst-case” error. On the other hand, “increment probe”,
which was designed to mitigate conditions resulting in decision error, yielded the lowest FDMR and FDNMR rates. This implies a relationship between
the number of unique individuals encountered by the system in its early operating life and future performance. Interestingly, the observed FDNMR rates
from Figures 13-15 for random draw, IP, and IS (randomized and Doddington-based) were approximately equal for all sets of match scores. This suggests
that although FDNMR is a dynamic quality, it appears to be much less likely to be influenced by probe order. However, it may be the case that factors
that increase or decrease the probability of a false dynamic non-match are not the same as factors affecting a false dynamic match, which was the primary
aim in establishing the orders “increment probe” and “increment subject”.
One caveat of a re-identification system that has not yet been discussed concerns the expiry of observed data. It should be noted that in practice, data
acquired in a surveillance setting may expire due to storage or legal limitations. Since the prediction model estimates the probability of error as a function
of encounter (i.e., database size), it is relatively straightforward to recalculate or update the expected error rate as data expires from the system.
Future studies will include additional tests with match scores generated from other datasets and/or algorithms. Further, it would be interesting to
compare performance metrics of traditional recognition and re-identification on a large-scale biometric dataset. This would enable a study of the
prediction model on a larger number of encounters. In particular, it is likely that the observed error rates of traditional and re-identification systems
may be proportional as the number of encounters approaches infinity. Future work will also consider off-line schemes for rectifying errors induced
through live operation. Such a scheme could split apart identity profiles denoting biometric data from multiple individuals, thereby maintaining system
integrity.
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Conclusion: In this paper, we study the error dynamics of a biometric re-identification system, which is a slight variant of a classical biometric system.
An re-identification system does not deduce or verify the identity of an individual. Rather, the system observes a probe and asserts “Has this person been
encountered before?”. Following the outcome from the matcher, the probe biometric data is either (a) merged with an existing identifier, or (b) assigned
a new identifier, depending on whether a match exists in the reference database is found or not.
Since the reference database is dynamically evolving over time, the probability of decision error varies depending on the sequential order in which
probes are observed, a property which is different from traditional biometric systems. As such, traditional error measures (e.g., FMR, FNMR, FPIR,
FNIR) fail to adequately characterize re-identification performance. Since re-identification error (a) varies based on the observed probe order, and (b)
cannot be characterized by traditional measures, a model capable of estimating these errors is presented using combinatorial analysis. The error model is
demonstrated to provide a better estimate of re-identification error in comparison to FMR, FNMR, FPIR and FNIR.
The results of this study, and in particular the error model, is likely to benefit researchers working on biometric surveillance and de-duplication
algorithms. In the context of biometric surveillance, the re-identification framework enables the covert inclusion of biometric data into the reference
database, a trait that is highly desirable for surveillance. In addition, the proposed error model better characterizes how a reference database could be
used to (a) detect a new person and create a covert identifier, and (b) match probe data to existing identifiers. Regarding de-duplication, the process can
be viewed quite similarly to the re-identification framework, wherein the proposed error model may better describe de-duplication errors, particularly
when the reference database is being assembled. Our recommendation is that researchers working in these fields consider the error model proposed in
this paper when reporting the accuracy of their algorithms.
Appendices:

Supplemental Analysis: Effect of Sequential Probe Order on Observed FDMR and FDNMR
Here, a more detailed analysis regarding the effect of sequential probe order as it pertains to the false dynamic match rate and false dynamic match rate
is provided. Recall in Section Experimental Protocol, the observed FDMR and FDNMR were evaluated for the probe orders: random draw, increment
probe, increment subject, and a specified version of increment subject, where individuals that are more prone to falsely match to others are encountered
first. In Figures A.16 and A.17 the mean observed error rates (denoted by a circle (o)) for these probe orders is shown for the full range of γ for face
scores. Additionally, the standard deviation of observed FDMR and FDNMR (denoted by dots (·) is also provided, demonstrating that the error for each
“class” of probe orders is also dynamic.
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Fig. A.16 Comparison of FDMR, FMR, and FPIR for face scores. Each circle (o) denotes the mean FDMR at that threshold. Dots (·) indicate one standard
deviation from the mean. Note that each type of probe order exhibits different ranges of error.

Supplemental Analysis: Predicting FDNMR and FDNMR
Here, a more detailed demonstration of the prediction model is presented as a function of decision threshold. That is, estimating the FDMR and
FDNMR on data for the full range of γ . To provide a more detailed analysis, bootstrapping of the test data into smaller subsets is performed. Each
bootstrapped subset consists of 300 biometric samples, pertaining to N = 60 individuals. This is illustrated in Figure B.18 for face scores. Note that in
this experiment, predicted error rates were generated using the procedure described in Sub-Experiment B, only with 300 probes. Observed error rates
were generated using the procedure described in Sub-Experiment A, using random draw to order the probes and P = 2, 500.
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Fig. A.17 Comparison of FDNMR, FNMR, and FNIR for face scores. Each circle (o) denotes the mean FDNMR at that threshold. Dots (·) indicate one standard
deviation from the mean. Note that the range of error for each probe order is similar to one another.
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Fig. B.18 Predicted and observed error rates for face scores. Each bootstrap is marked with its predicted pair. Note that in general, the predicted FDMR or
FDNMR for a given threshold is within ±2% of any observed value.
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